Mobile for Teachers
MyEdBC Mobile for Teachers
When using any mobile device, such as a smartphone or tablet, type the URL of your district's
MyEdBC in the Address bar of a Web browser. The logon screen for MyEdBC Mobile for teachers
automatically appears.
Log on with your MyEdBC username and password to open MyEdBC Mobile for Teachers:

MyEdBC Mobile for Teachers is a touchscreen version of MyEdBC that you can use to...





View your student's information.
View your own information.
Quickly take and post class attendance.
Enter scores for assignments.

Use the following table to use MyEdBC Mobile for Teachers:
Tap...

To...
Open the side-bar menu:
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Open the Students List:
or

The list contains students you are currently teaching. To locate a specific student, do
one of the following:




Enter a name (last name, first name) in the Search on Name
field to quickly locate a student.

Tap the Filter icon
. Select a filter and/or a specific field
set of columns you want to view:

After you find who you are looking for, tap the student's name to see their
current location:
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Tap a tab name to view that information. For example, tap Contacts to find a
parent's phone number or email address.



Note: Tap

to return to the students list.

View your information on file:

Tap your name, and then the Details. Schools, Appointments, or Documents
tabs to view your information on file.
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The list of your classes for the current year appears:

Tap a class name. The list of the latest assignments you have created in that
class appears:

The screen always defaults to the list of assignments which do not have scores
entered for all students. Do one of the following to filter the list of assignments:


Tap Scored to view scored assignments. For example, if you
are walking around the classroom while students are working,
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and a student inquires about a recent score, you can tap
Scored, then the assignment, to view the student's score.



Tap All Categories to select a specific category on the menu.
Tap Latest 20 Assignments to tap another number of
assignments to view.

Note: You can also tap the Attendance tab to take and post class attendance.

Tap an assignment name to enter scores for the assignment:

Tap Input to enter scores directly, or tap Scale to select scores from the grade scale
for this assignment. MyEdBC Mobile automatically saves your entries.

To take and post class attendance:
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Your current class appears at the top of the page. Tap a class name to take attendance:

Tap the codes to mark students Absent or Late.

Use Pages to access resources and widgets.

Log out of MyEdBC

Click from your home screen to access desktop version of MyEdBC on your
mobile device.

